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The Dy n a m i cs by I tself

What I t Feels like to B e i n a Supe rposition

The trouble with the quantum-mechanical equations of motion,
according to Chapter 4 (and according to the conventional wis
dom), runs as follows: The equations of motion (if they apply to
everything ) entail that in the event that somebody measures (say )
the color of a hard electron, then the state of the measured electron
(e) and the measuring device (m) and the human experimenter (h),
when the experiment is over, will be:
(6. 1 )

1!v'2( lbelieves e black>h l " black ">mlblack>e
+ I believes e white)hl"white ">mlwhite)e)

and of course, the state in ( 6. 1 ) is (on the standard way of thinking)
a state in which there is no ma tter of fact about what the color of
the electron is, or about what the measuring device indicates its
color to be, or even about what the experimenter takes its color to
be; and the trouble with that ( according to Chapter 4 ) is that we
know, with certainty, by means of direct introspection, that there
is a matter of fact about what we take the color of an electron like
that to be, once we're all done measuring it; and so the state in
( 6 . 1 ) can't possibly be the way that experiments like that end up;
and so the linear equations of motion must (in some instances, at
least) be false.
But there's a small tradition of resistance to that conventional
wisdom, which goes back to the late Hugh Everett III, who an
nounced, in 1 95 7, in a paper which is both extraordinarily sugges1 12
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tive and extraordinarily hard to understand, that he had discovered
a way of coherently entertaining the possibility that the linear
quantum-mechanical equations of motion are indeed (notwith
standing the argument rehearsed above) the true and complete
equations of motion of the whole world. And that tradition merits
some of our attention here .
What Everett announced (to put it a little more concretely) was
that he had discovered some means of coherently entertaining the
possibility that the states of things at the conclusions of color
measurements of initially hard electrons really are (precisely as the
linear equations of motion demand) superpositions like the one in
( 6 . 1 ); and the idea of what has become the canonical interpretation
of Everett's paper ( see, for example, DeWitt, 1 970) is that the
means of coherently entertaining that possibility that E'/erett must
have had in mind (or perhaps the one which he ought to have had
in mind) is to take the two components of a state like the one in
( 6 . 1 ) to represent ( literally ! ) two physical worlds. The idea is that
in the course of a measurement of ( say) the color of a hard electron
(the sort of measurement, that is, that leads to the state in ( 6 . 1 ) )
the number of physical worlds there are literally increases from one
to two, and tha t in each one of those worlds that color measure
ment actually has an outcome and the observer actually has a
determinate belief about that outcome, and that those worlds are
subsequently absolutely unaware of one another.
That's interesting. But there's a sense in which it can't be the
whole story; there's a sense (that is) in which the above sort of talk,
as it stands, isn't well defined. The trouble is that what worlds there
are, at any particular instant, on this way of talking, will depend
on what separate terms there are in the universal state vector at
that instant; and what separate terms there are in that state vector
at that particular instant will depend on what basis we choose to
write that vector down in;} and of course there isn't anything in the
1 . Here's what I mean: Suppose that a state like the one in (6. 1 ) obtains; and
consider (on this way of talking) what worlds that means that there presently are.
What we're tempted to say ( under these circumstances, on this way of talking ) is
that when ( 6. 1 ) obtains there's one world in which the electron is black and there's
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quantum-mechanical formalism itself which will pick any particu
lar such basis out as the ( somehow) right one to write things down
in;2 and so, if there's going to be any objective matter of fact about
what worlds there are, at any given instant, on the many-worlds
way of talking, then some new general principle is going to have
to be added to the formalism which does pick out some particular
basis as the right one to write things down in.
And of course the kind of principle we'll need is one that can
guarantee that the worlds that come into being in the course of
anything that can count as a measurement are all worlds in which
there's a matter of fact about how that measurement comes out.
And so figuring out exactly what that principle ought to be is
going to amount to figuring out exactly which physical variables
there need to be matters of fact about, in order for there to be
matters of fact about how measurements come out. And of course
the business of figuring that out (as we discovered in the course of
trying to cook up postulates of collapse ) turns out to be very
difficult.
And anyway, there's a more serious problem. There's a puzzle,
when you talk like this, about what it could possibly mean to say
( for example ) that in the event that h carries out a color measureanother world in which it's white. But note that the state in ( 6 . 1 ) could also have
been written down like this :

where
I Q + }h + m

=

lj..J2( 1 believes e black}hl" black"}m + Ibelieves e white}hl "white" }m)

and
I Q - )h + m

=

lj..J2( l believes e black}hl "black ")m - I believes e white)hl "white "}m)

and that makes things look ( on this way of talking) as if there's one world in which
the electron is hard and there's another in which it's soft!
2. On the standard quantum-mechanical form alism, after all, the choice of a set
of basis vectors in which to write states down has no physical significance whatso

ever.
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ment of a hard electron, the "probability" that that measurement
will come out white is Ill . The trouble is that that sort of a mea
surement (on this way of talking) will with certainty give rise to
two worlds, in one of which there's an h who sees that the outcome
of the measurement is white, and in the other of which there's an
h who sees that the outcome of the measurement is black; and there
isn't going to be any matter of fact about which one of those two
worlds is the real one, or about which one of those two h's is the
original h.

And there are myriad other difficulties with talking the many
worlds talk too (see, for example, Barrett, 1 992 ), but I guess we
need not rehearse any more of them here.
There are ways of making many-worlds talk sound less vulgar
(which is to say: there are ways of making it sound less literal). But
they don't get at what the real problems are.
Sometimes it gets proposed (for example ) that there is exactly
one physical world but that (when states like ( 6 . 1 ) obtain) there are
two incompatible stories about that world, or maybe about how h
sees that world, which are both somehow simultaneously true.3
It seems to me that that's really hard to understand. But one of
the things that's obvious about it is that it runs into exactly the
same sort of puzzle about what probabilities mean as the many
worlds talk does. Suppose, for example, that an observer named h
carries out a measurement (just like the one we talked about above)
of the color of a hard electron. Try to figure out what it might mean
to say of an experiment like that ( if you try to talk like this ) that
the probability that its outcome will be black is 112 . The trouble is
that this sort of talk is going to entail, with certainty, that there are
two stories about what happens in an experiment like that; and
there isn't going to be any matter of fact about which one of those
3. The most interesting attempt I know of at ta lking like that is Michael
Lockwood's, in Mind, Brain, and the Quantum (Lockwood, 1 98 9 ) . Lockwood tries
harder than anybody else does (with the possible exception of Lockwood's col
league David Deutsch, whose ideas show up at a number of crucial points in Mind,
Brain, and the Quantum) to think about what it means ( that is: to think about
what it's like) for there to be more than one true story, when a state like ( 6 . 1 )
obtains, about what h's experience is.
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stories is the true one, and there isn 't going to be any matter of fact
about which one of those stories is the one that's about the orig
inal h.

I think it turns out to be a good deal more interesting to read
Everett in a rather different way.
Suppose that there is only one world, and suppose that there is
only one full story about that world that's true, and suppose that
the linear quantum-mechanical equations of motion are the true
and complete equations of motion of the world, and suppose that
the standard way of thinking about what is means to be in a
superposition is the right way of thinking about what it means to
be in a superposition, and consider the question of what it would
feel like to be in a state like the one in ( 6. 1 ) ( that is: the question
of what it would feel like to be the experimenter in a state like the
one in ( 6 . 1 ) ) .
That question wasn't confronted i n Chapter 4. There didn't seem
to be much of a point ( back then) in confronting it. What seemed
important was j ust that whatever it might feel like to be in a state
like the one in ( 6 . 1 ), it certainly would not feel like what we feel
like when we're all done measuring the color of a hard electron.4
But ( since it turns out not to be easy to cook up a good-looking
theory of the collapse, and since it turns out that no theory of the
collapse whatsoever is going to be able to preclude the development
of states like the one in ( 6. 1 ) in people who undergo the kind of
brain surgery described at the end of Chapter 5, and since there
aren't any normal experimental reasons for believing that there are
any such things as collapses) things are different now.
Here's a way to get started :
Suppose that the linear quantum-mechanical equations of mo
tion were invariably true and (consequently) that observers like the
one described above frequently did end up, at the conclusions of
color measurements, in states like the one in ( 6 . 1 ).
Let's see if we can figure out what those equations would entail
4. That is: what seemed important was just that it could be established ( by means
of the argument on page 1 1 2) that as a matter of fact human experimenters don't
end up in states like that, at the conclusions of those sorts of measurements.
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about how an observer like that, in a state like the one in ( 6 . 1 ) ,
would respond to questions about how she feels (that is: about
what her mental state is ). Maybe that will tell us something.
The most obvious question to ask is: " What is your present belief
about the color of the electron ? " But that question turns out not
to be of much use here. Here's why: Suppose that the observer in
question (the one that's now in the state in ( 6 . 1 ) ) gives honest
responses to such questions; suppose, that is, that when her brain
state is I believes e black) she invariably responds to such a question
by saying the word " black," and when her brain state is I believes
e white) she invariably responds to such a question by saying the
word "white . " The problem is that precisely the same linearity of
the equations of motion which brought about the superposition of
different brain states in the state in ( 6 . 1 ) in the first place will now
entail that if we were to address this sort of a question to this sort
of an observer, when ( 6. 1 ) obtains, then the state of the world a fter
she responds to the question will be a superposition of one in which
she says " black " and another in which she says "white"; and of
course it won't be any easier to interpret a "response " like that than
it was to interpret the superposition of brain states in (6 . 1 ) that
that response was intended to be a description of!
But there are other sorts of questions that turn out to be more
informa ti ve.
Note, to begin with, that it follows from the linearity of the
operators that represent observables of quantum-mechanical sys
tems (the sort of linearity that was defined in equation ( 2 . 9 ) ) that
if any observable 0 of any qu antum-mechanical system S has some
particular determinate value in the state IA)s, and if 0 also has that
same determinate value in some other state IB)s, then 0 will neces
sarily also have precisely that same determinate value in any linear
superposition of those two states.S
5 . That's an entirely commonsensical way for observables to behave, if you think
it through. Suppose, for example, that there's a particle which is in a superposition
of being located in the right half and in the left half of a certain box. What the
linearity of the observables of a particle like that is going to entail (or rather, one
of the things that it's going to entail ) is that that particle is in an eigenstate of the
observable "is the particle anywhere in the box at all ? " with eigenvalue "yes."
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Let's apply that to the superposition of states in ( 6. 1 ) .
Suppose that we were to say this to h: " Don't tell me whether
you believe the electron to be black or you believe it to be white,
but tell me merely whether or not one of those two is the case; tell
me (in other words) merely whether or not you now have any
particular definite belief (not uncertain and not confused and not
vague and not superposed ) about the value of the color of this
electron. "
Now, if (when we ask h that) the state I believes e black)h X
I " black " )m l black)e o btains, and if h is indeed an honest and compe
tent reporter of her mental states, then she will presumably answer,
" Yes, I have some definite belief at present, one of those two is the
case " ; and of course she will answer in precisely the same way in
the event that I believes e white)h l " white " )mlwhite)e obtains.
And so responding to this particu lar question in this particular
way ( by saying " yes " ) is an observable property of h in both of
those states, and consequently (and this is the punch line) it will
also be an observable property of her in any superposition of those
two brain states, and consequently ( in particular) it will be an
observable property of her in (6. 1 ).
That's odd. Look what we've found out: On the one hand, the
dynamical equations of motion predict that h is going to end up,
at the conclusion of a measurement like the one we've been talking
a bout, in the state in ( 6 . 1 ), and not in either one of the brain states
associated with any definite particular belief about the color of the
electron; on the other hand, we have just now discovered that those
same equations also predict that when a state like ( 6. 1 ) o btains, h
is necessarily going to be convinced (or at any rate she is necessarily
going to report) that she does have a definite particular belief about
the color of the electron . And so when a state like ( 6. 1 ) obtains, h
is apparently going to be radically deceived even about what her
own occurrent mental state is.
And so it turns out that there was a hell of a lot too much being
taken for granted when we got convinced ( back in Chapter 4 ) that
there is some particular point in the course of the sort of measure
ment we've been talking about by which a collapse of the wave
function must necessarily already have taken place, some particular
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point (that is) at which the dynamical equations of motion together
with the standard way of thinking about what it means to be in a
superposition somehow flatly contradicts what we unmistakably
know to be true of our own mental lives.
Let's go on. Suppose that h carries out a measurement of the color
of a hard of electron with a color measuring device called m 1 , and
suppose that when that's done (that is: when a state like ( 6. 1 )
obtains) h carries out a second measurement o f the color of that
electron, with a second color measuring device called m2. When
that's all done, the state of h and of the two measuring devices and
the electron (if the measuring devices are good, and if h is compe
tent, and if everything evolves in accordance with the linear dynam
ical equations of motion) is going to look like this:
(6.2)

V�( ibelieves outcome of first measurement is " black"
and believes outcome of second measurement is
" black ")hl " black " )m I I " black " )m2Iblack)e
+ I believes outcome of first measurement is "white "
and believes outcome of second measurement is
"w hite ")hl "white " ) ml l "white ")m2Iwhite)e)

And suppose that at that point (when (6.2) obtains) we were to say
to h: "Don't tell me what the outcomes of either of those two color
measurements were; j ust tell me whether or not you now believe
that those two measurements both had definite outcomes, and
whether or not those two outcomes were the same. "
It will follow from the same sorts of ar g uments as we g ave above
that h's response to a question like that (even though, as a matter
of fact, on the standard way of thinking, neither of those experi
ments had any definite outcome ) will necessarily be: "Yes, they both
had definite outcomes, and both of those outcomes were the same . "
And it will also follow from the same sorts o f arguments that if
two observers were both to carry out measurements of the color of
some particular initially hard electron, and if they were subse
quently to talk to one another about the outcomes of their respec
tive experiments (if they were both, that is, to check up on one
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another), then both of those observers will report, falsely, that the
other observer has reported some definite particular outcome of her
measurement, and both of them will report that that reported
outcome is completely in agreement with her own.
Let's make up a name for all that . Let's say that when a state like
( 6. 1 ) obtains, then (even though there isn't a ny matter of fact about
what the color of the electron is, and even though there isn't even
any matter of fact about what h 's belief about the color of the
electron is) what the dynamics entails is that h "effectively knows "
what the color of the electron is.
Let's go on some more . Suppose that h is confronted with an infinite
collection of electrons, all of which are initially hard, and that h
undertakes to measure the color of each one of those electrons.
Before those measurements start, the state of h and of those
electrons (whose names are 1 , 2, . . ) and of h 's color measuring
devices (whose names are, respectively, m l , m2 , . . ) is:
.

.

Once the measurement of the color of electron 1 is done, the state
IS:

(6.4)

Vff( I believes 1 black)h l " black")",d black) J

+ I believes 1 white)h l " white ")",dwhite) t l

x

IreadY)m2Ihard)l lreadY)m3Ihard)J . . .

And once the measurement of the color of electron 2 is done, the
state is:
( 6 .5 )

1!1-r{ ( l believes 1 black and 2 black)h l " black")mJ X
I" black " )m2I black)J lblackh)
+ ( i believes 1 black and 2 white)hl " black " )ml X
l " white " )m2I black)1Iwhiteh)
+ ( / believes 1 whi te and 2 black)h l " white ")ml
I " black " )m2Iwhite)1 Iblack)2)

X
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+ ( I believes 1 white and 2 white >h l " w hite ">m l
I "white " >m2Iwhite>1 Iwhiteh)}
x IreadY)m3Ihard)3 . . .

X

And so on. The number of separate mathematical terms in the state
vector of the world ( if you write it out in the sort of basis that's
used here) will increase geometrically (like the numbers of the
branches in the diagram in figure 6. 1 , as you work your way up)
as the number of color measurements increases.
Now, suppose that once the first N of those measurements are
complete we say this to h: "Don't tell me what the color of electron
1 or electron 2 or any particular one of the first N electrons turned
out to be; tell me merely whether or not you believe that each one
of those electrons now has a definite color, and tell me also ( if the
answer to that first question is yes) what fraction of those first N
electrons turned out to be black . "
white

5th 4th
3rd 2nd 1 st -

measurement

figure

6. 1

<
�----

....

-----3>�

black
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That won't tell us much, as it stands. The answer to the first
question (as we've already seen ) is going to be "yes " (and moreover,
at that point, it's going to be a physical fact about the world that
h effectively knows the color of each of those first N electrons). But
of course h isn 't going to produce any coherent answer to the
second question; once h has responded to that question (if h is a
competent converser on these matters), the state of the world is
going to be a superposition of states (like the superposition that
arises in the event that we ask h what the color of the electron is
when (6 . 1 ) obtains) in which h answers that question in various
different ways.
But here's something curious: It happens that in the limit as N
goes to infinity ( that is: in the limit as the number of color mea
surements which h has so far performed goes to infinity), the state
of the world will, with certainty, approach a state in which h will
answer that question in a perfectly determinate way, and in which
the answer h gives will with certainty be " 11.2 " (which is, of course,
precisely what ordinary quantum-mechanics will predict, with cer
tainty, about that response, in that limit ).6
And that turns out to be an instance of something a good deal
6. It isn't hard to see why that sort of thing ought to be true. Here's how to start
out: Consider (for example) an infinite collection of electrons (let's call them 1, 2,
3, . . . ), all of which are in the I hard) state; a nd consider the following observable
of that collection: ON ( lIN) x (the number of black electrons among the first N
electrons ) .
Now, ordinary quantum mechanics (that i s : quantum mechanics with a collapse)
entails that if the color of each one of those electrons were to be measured, then
(since there are infinitely many of those electrons in this collection) precisely half
of those measurements would with certainty come out " black , " and precisely half
of them would with certainty come out "white . " Moreover, ON ( for any value of
N) is compatible with the colors of every one of those electrons. And so it follows
that ordinary quantum mechanics entails that as N approaches infinity, the prob
a bility that a measurement of the value of ON on the collection of electrons
described a bove will find the value 1;2 will approach 1 . And so it follows that that
collection of electrons (prior to any measurement) must be in an eigenstate of
whatever operator it is that ON approaches as N approaches infinity, with
eigenvalue h.
And it will follow from all that that whether or not there are ever any such things
as collapses, the state of a composite system consisting of that collection of initially
=
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more general, which runs as follows: Suppose that an observer h is
confronted with an infinite ensemble of identical systems in identi
cal states and that she carries out a certain identical measurement
on each one of them. Then, even though there will actually be no
matter of fact a bout what h takes the outcomes of any of those
measurements to be, nonetheless as the number of those measure
ments which have already been carried out goes to infinity, the state
of the world will approach (as a well-defined mathematical limit)
a state in which the reports of h a bout the statistical frequency of
any p articular outcome of those measurements will be perfectly
definite, and also perfectly in accord with the standard quantum
mechanical predictions about what that frequency ought to be.
So it turns out not to be a ltogether impossible (even if the standard
way of thinking about what it means to be in a superposition is the
right way of thinking about it) that the state we end up in at the
conclusion of a measurement of the color of a hard electron is the
one in ( 6 . 1 ). And so everything we've been thinking a bout the
measurement problem up till now isn't right.
And what all this obviously suggests is that maybe there just isn't
any such thing as a measurement pro blem.
That is: maybe (even if the standard way of thinking about what
it means to be in a superposition is the right way of thinking about
what it means to be in a superposition) the l inear dynamical laws
are nonetheless the complete laws of the evolution of the entire
world, and maybe all of the appearances to the contrary (like the
appearance that experiments have outcomes, and the appearance
that the world doesn't evolve deterministical ly) turn out to be just
th e sorts of delusions which those laws themselves can be shown
to hring on!

hard electrons and of a competent observer who has j ust carried out measurements
of the colors of all those electrons will, with certainty, be an eigenstate of that
observer's rep orting ( i f she 's asked) that the value of whatever operator it is that
ON approaches as N approaches infinity is 1j2 .
A detailed mathematical discussion of all this stuff (with much nicer proofs than
the one above) can be found in the doctoral dissertation of Jeff Barrett ( 1 99 1 ).
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This is an amazingly cool idea ( let's call it "the bare theory" ),
and this is the idea that it strikes me a s interesting to read into
Everett's paperJ
Notwithstanding all the stuff we've j ust learned, however, it seems
to me that the bare theory can 't be quite right either.
Note, for example, that if the bare theory is true, then there will
be matters of fact about what we think a bout ( say) the frequencies
of " black " outcomes of measurements of the color of hard elec
trons only (if at all) in the limit as the number of those measure
ments goes to infinity. And so, if the bare theory is true (and since
only a finite number of such measurements has ever actually been
carried out by any one of us, or even in the entire history of the
world), then there can't now be any matter of fact (notwithstanding
our delusion that there is one) about what we take those frequen
cies to be. And so, if the bare theory is true, then there can't be any
matter of fact (notwithstanding our delusion that there is one)
about whether or not we take those frequencies to be in accordance
with the standard quantum-mechanical predictions about them.
And so, if the bare theory is true, it isn 't clear what sorts of reasons
we can possibly have for believing in anything like quantum me
chanics (which is what the bare theory is supposed to be a way of
making sense of) in the first place.8
And as a matter of fact, if the bare theory is true, then it seems
extraordinarily unlikely that the present quantum state of the world
can possibly be one of those in which there's even a matter of fact
about whether or not any sentient experimenters exist at all. And
of course in the event that there isn 't any matter of fact about
7. Of course, the hypothesis that the equations of motion are always exactly
right is also the sort of thing that Daneri, Loinger, and Prosperi and all those other
guys in note 16 of Chapter 5 took themselves to be adherents of.
The trouble is that (astonishingly) it never seems to have occurred to those guys
that it follows from that hypothesis that experiments almost never have outcomes;
and so none of them ever worried about how to come to terms with that; and so
none of them ever entered into the sons of considerations that we're in the midst
of here.
8 . This very nice way of putting the problem is due to Joshua Newman.
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whether or not any sentient experimenters exist, then it becomes
unintelligible even to inquire (as we've been doing here) about what
sorts of things such experimenters will report.
And then (as far as I can tell) all bets are off.
And so it seems to me not to be entertainable, in any of the ways
we've talked about so far, or in any other way I know of, that the
linear quantum-mechanical equations of motion are the true and
complete equations of motion of the whole world. And that's that.
But there are nonetheless interesting things to be learned about
the measurement problem (things that it will be well to bear in mind
in connection with the problems we ran into at the end of the last
chapter, and in connection with problems we will run into at the
end of the next chapter) in this stuff about what superpositions feel
like.
What that stuff shows, I think, is that precisely that feature of
those equations which makes it clear that they cannot possibly be
the true and complete equations of motion of the whole world (that
is: their linearity) also makes it radically un clear how much of the
world and which parts of the world those equations possibly can
be the true and complete equations of motion of.
What I think it shows (to put it another way) is that there can
be no such thing as a definitive list of what there have absolutely
got to be matters of fact about which is scientifically fit to serve as
an " observational basis" from which all attempts at fixing quantum
mechanics up must start out.
What I think it shows is that what there are and what there aren't
determinate matters of fact about, even in connection with the most
mundane and everyday macroscopic features of the external phys
ical world, and even in connection with the most mundane and
everyday features of our own mental lives, is something which we
shall ultimately have to learn (in some part ) from whatever turns
out to be the best way of fixing quantum mechanics Up.9
9. But note that that learning will be no straightforward matter, since one of the
things that all this raises difficult questions about is the very business of seeking
out the best way of fixing quantum mechanics up !

